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Chapter 4  

Poems of Doubt and Hope 19831988 

 

Part 1: Twelve Diary Poems of the Mid-1980s   

 

Shipwreck in Pannonia: A Sonnet with a Tail 

                                

--To the unquiet shade of M. Krleža--   

 

Auf die Schiffe! (Nietzsche) 

Quis mundis plaga? (Seneca) 

  

Obese car wreckers, stressful owners of private weekend-houses, 

Obscene shore-polluting yachts or leaky rowing boats, 

Petty managers, at best hunters of sexual game, comrades of my 

Generation are dying out one by one.  Now to be or not 

 

Is perhaps neither good nor bad, the neutral fleet of 

Old admiral death weighs anchor towards unfathomed oceans; 

Yet the failure to obstinately sail with one's tribe into the dawn 

It had set its heart on, sea by unknown sea, preempts even  

 

The excuse of unmapped eternity.  These heroes of one decade  

Went thru war, suffered greatly, tried to turn suffering  

Into charting of ocean floors: fat clogged the generous arteries  

 

& delicate capillaries halfway, they never became truly  

What they suffered for, explorers & dredgers in permanent warm  

Currents, a permanently creative revolution.  Heart arrest,  

 

Brain stroke, defeats without from defects within, the malignant  

Cells of fratricide spreading, shipwrecked in Pannonia all of us again, 

 

No excuse, desolation.    

                          

 

Jugendbewegung 

 

To GT 
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Niké, o Victory from Sarmatia to the Alps!  

How many times beheaded, driven  

Under ground, lost sight of, given  

Up for lost! How many heads ground to pulp,  

 

Bodies cut up into shuddering flesh, icepick  

Wedged into Trotsky's brain, flies sup= 

Ping in Che, bulldozers scooping up  

Bladefuls of skinny bones like kindlewood sticks 

 

Not only in Belsen. Worse still, the dulled  

Fattening face, faithless excuses, bold  

A-whoring after false gods! --  

    Yet i behold  

Thy absent face on the red-haired girl, jacket full  

 

Of leaflets for the whores in Old Zurich Town:  

& i hear the mighty wings a-swooping down.  

 

 

Eightie-Foure is Icummen In: Lhude Sing Goddam! Or: l948-l984-2048 

 

Poor Eric, all eaten up with TB & hate 

At the hypocrisies of Airstrip Number One, the skull 

Of Oceania grinning underneath the Victorian musty 

England, my England, your England of the upper-class 

Terror from public school to Burma; poor George, 

Paying homage to bluff common-sense England in Catalonia, 

Looking at us smelly animals who are all unequal, but some 

More than others; poor Orwell/Blair, reaching for the granddad 

Of all us satirists, rationally absurd Jonathan, to flesh 

Out cool Evgeniy, invert the bounder Bertie Wells; fashioning 

Out of his pain, rage & dead despair a finally--we must admit-- 

Bad book, more important than a score of Jameses on ladies 

(Or flower-girls) leaving the shopping mall at five; supplying-- 
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Mediocre language stylist, insular politician, memorable 

Politician of the English language--our century with its 

Small change in slogans, alas still with us in these 80s: 

War is Peace.  Slavery is Freedom.  Bigotry is Strength. 

Yet in spite of Eric, at the end of George's l984 

There falls the shadow of the huge Prole woman. Brecht 

Would see there the proletarian Mother, Mother of those to come 

After Eric, after us, der Nachgeborenen:  not l848, not l948-- 

 

Just wait, 2048 is still to be. 

(But i shall not live to taste the tea-sc 

ented sea.)  

 

Rebellions 

 

It just got thru to me, i'll die  

Much too soon.  

The universe is full of indignities, stacked  

Against us.  

How is it that even in dreams, my mind's eye 

Can't see you,  

A faint record only remains, like Callas's 

Casta Diva?  

Make that why.  

 

  

The Two Fishes:  An Amphibian Fable 

 

Dies septima nos ipsi erimus. 

Augustine of Hippo 

 

Two fish flop in the dry river-bed.  

Heroically, they bounced across the rough shallows. 

One gasps. Too late he is sorry for 

His mistake. Now he wants to slide back 

& warn all the other fishes. 
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The other flops on. Almost dead.  

 

Suddenly, her fins bite soil. They are claws. 

 

 

Parliament  Of  Foules 

 

To Vanna Gentili, for La Recita della follìa 

 

Fierce-clawed eagles tear down entire cities 

Of swallows' nests; large-beaked crows peck out 

Eyes of hens & ducks; neither swallows nor hens 

Know whence the strike, how to guard against it. 

 

The wise owls, stuffed to their fill & so stuffy 

With comfort esoteric, compute the elegant curves 

Of eagle & crow flight, the nesting mechanics, 

The protein content of eyes like oysters. 

 

The unique phoenix, redeemer of our bird kingdom 

Has disappeared for this generation, far behind eastern 

Seas. Parrot, parrot, you who have sharp ears, beady eyes, 

Quick brain, clever tongue, O fool, why don't you 

Call him aloud, how can you bear the bore 

To simply sit there chattering to yourself?  

 

 

A Letter to my Friend, Disenchanted After 1968 

 

To know the perfect horizon without knowing the misery 

Within one's own mind is a peril you have avoided. Well 

& good: i rejoice for you, my sister. Yet 

It is equally perilous to know one's misery & forget 

The moving horizon of classless harmonies. The first dearth  

Engendered rigidity, lack of sympathy, a monotone 

Fixation on militant monoliths; you have rightly 

Rejected this mirage, no longer working. The second dearth  
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Engenders formlessness, forgets the aim, our common focus, 

Expends the energy in a waste of divergent driblets: 

Will your cool intelligence refuse it as resolutely? 

The former forever runs to a father for light & shelter, 

The latter refuses to be a parent for coming generations. 

I beg you, therefore, after the hard monster  

avoid also  the soft one: 

Let the doctrine of our fathers reincarnate in you as a mother, 

Let the pursuit of truth be your just light & warm shelter.  

 

 

Three Commentaries on The Way And The Power 

 

               1. Straw Dogs 

First the straw dogs are carefully lined up in a basket 

Swaddled in precious needlepoint clothes. 

He who plays the dead person & those that invoke it 

Fast before being allowed to handle them. 

Then the dogs are offered in sacrifice. 

                                         The passers-by 

Begin kicking them on their heads & their backs. 

Finally they are swept up by the gleaners of dead branches 

& thrown on a heap to feed the fire. 

 

Myriads of beings walk under the unblinking heavens 

If there's to be any concern, it has to come from us being them.  

 

2. Peasant Dialectics 

The Way has the homogeneous wholeness of the formless 

When the formless is formulated, delimited terms appear. 

The way that merits to be called the Way 

Is & is not a fixed way. 

The terms that are truly naming Terms 

Are & are not fixed terms. 

The term of Non-Being stands for the male origin 

Its time is before, between & after. 

The term of Being stands for the female source 

Its presence is the myriad sensual bodies. 
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Only when Non-Being penetrates Being 

Can space become the place of growth. 

The sustained interplay of Non-Being & Being 

Sees prodigies arising from the see-saw between both. 

To recognize Goodness is to establish evil 

To recognize Beauty is to admit ugliness. 

Since terms needs must be, the Sage has to get hold of them 

He who knows what stance to take will not be harmed.  

 

               3. A Strong Vision 

There is no norm for normality 

What is today normal is tomorrow strange 

What is here sinister is there right 

But truly, people are blinded for too long. 

 

Some matters that are now small 

Are baby figures of masses to be. 

Some motions that are now weak 

Are baby muscles of giants to come. 

 

To perceive those small matters 

Means to have vision. 

To stick to those weak motions 

Means to be strong.                 

 

 

AFTER  THE  FALL 

 

                        Infandum, regina, iubes renovare dolorem. 

                                           Virgil, Aeneid 

 

You command me, O princess, here in a strange climate, 

White-haired, sick at heart, eyes wet with tears, 

To renew bittersweet memories of the old times & places: 

Bear Mountain & the city along Mud River, now 

Filled with children speaking a foreign tongue 

(To my ears no language); in Phoenix Park now 

The untended high trunks gnarled entrap the bright new 
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Moon; the Upper Palace stands dreary in the dusk,  

Broken tiles on its long fading roofs thick with red 

Leaves, crumbling walls covered with heavy moss.  

 

I first entered the Theatre Academy in Mahzhong Park 

Before the Ma Po revolt. I was adept at reading old scores 

& spent satisfying years in the capital, debating 

Fine points of musical doctrine, that pillar of the state. 

At that time, the reign was peaceful, stable, growing 

More prosperous. Each Fall, audiences crowded into 

The Lower Palace, officials rode busily by, from afar 

Embassies arrived to hear us making music, women wore 

Their hair long & ogled us as they fanned themselves; 

Thru Winter snows & Spring winds, the rounds of pleasure  

 

In great halls went on long into the white nights. Yet 

The enemy was menacing us all the time; but the enemy 

(Now i see) was within us by some unknown flaw, & erupted 

Suddenly into the city streets & squares, filling the air 

With the sounds of tribal gutturals & expletives; 

The Emperor was forced to give way, the beloved beauty, 

Our patroness, sacrificed to appease the army, a life- 

Style changed like a hairpin river, a horizon winked out 

Like the setting sun; our music suddenly found only deaf ears, 

The theatre of the world closed in on our too little theatre.  

 

Since then, O princess, i have wandered over the whole Earth. 

Now, in my exile, i am one of the very few to remember it all, 

The dreams, the hopes, the warm nights, the airs, the taste 

Of that youthful moment. I gaze over the waters of your river 

In the Autumn mist, i drink a glass of mulled wine 

On a lone boat in the evening rain; i am a dried fish 

Long out of water, a stalk of withered reed:  

I who once basked in the sun of the capital city 

& made confident music in its parks & palaces, 

At the center of imperial horizons.   

                                          Once a year 

I am permitted back to sweep the ancestral graves; 
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A eunuch comes to make offerings for the dead:  

Straw dogs, paper money, cold food. 

 

 

 

Song of the Insufficiency of Human Endeavours in Late Capitalism and Early Socialism 

 

Judgment Day is also Genesis, and Genesis is every day.  

               Ernst Bloch  

Today is the first day of the rest of your life. 

  Anon.  

 

I have said so little 

I have done so little 

I have been too polite with shifty movers  

Too lukewarm with dolphins & lovers  

 

The swift river flows  

It freezes for the Day of Judgment  

 

& yet i had seen the world's body burst in terror  

Melt, reshape, & get wound up as galvanized error 

Screaming in jets rocking round the clock  

Lurching Shiva-like along time's spiral stairs  

Reproducing pale babies clutching at the lacking air 

 

You understand  

The mirror of your eyes my Judgment 

 

& yet sometimes i was gladly beguiled 

By a woman walking in the sun with dreamy smile  

Or i looked up from words that a book unwound   

With tears in my eyes when Luna was like to a pearl  

Wondering at the suppressed tenderness of the world  

 

The swift river flows 
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The mirror of your eyes my Judgment  

 

I have given too much in to feeling virtuous & blue 

I should have been more pious toward the messy New  

I should have understood that people & planets are brittle  

Bathed by the sardonic Moon, warmed in the Sun's tresses  

I should have steeled myself to more tender caresses 

 

You understand 

Now & in the day of our past Judgment 

 

 

One-Legged  Life (Intimate Dialogue with a Crane) 

 

--An eagle swoops on a chick, ripping it open. 

Crows & hawks fight over a limp goose. Sparrows 

Struggle to find a crumb to eat, a nesting place. 

You, however, stand on a tree or the water's edge 

 Thru sleet & rain (O crane) 

 

With one leg raised, meditating, not moving; aloof, 

Loafing, pale, impractical. How, pray, do you justify 

Such bathetic, unperipatetic, theoretical, intellectual= 

Izing behaviour? --Indeed, our flesh & fowl society 

 Is built on pain (quoth the crane), 

 

Cruelly it crushes life; only few, by chance, 

Gain time for standing still on the ice or 

Atop a high pine, looking for a firm branch 

Or ledge to grasp. Who would not like to see 

 Sparrows fed, crows 

 

Exterminated, hawks & jackdaws retrained, geese 

Educated? Neither do i believe this to be impossible, 

The nature of birds & men is malleable; nor 

That it's none of my business, work for cranes 
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 Too vulgar & low: 

 

All birds are kin, & i am my brother's keeper. 

A good half of my life, persecuted myself, i flocked 

Together with a multitude of feathers, sparrows 

Or swallows, attempting to found a Republic of Birds 

 Free to fly without fear 

 

Everywhere, even to the Sun where Cyrano found us 

Triumphant. Alas, the wily crows were too many, the eagles 

Treacherous, for my generation the Great Creativity 

Was brought low in a welter of blood & lies. 

 How am i then to bear, 

 

What should i do with the rest of this only life? 

It is my deep delight to stand on one leg & meditate: 

To wake up, go to sleep with a warm, moving vision 

Is act erotic. If i then theorize so as to herd 

 Into a conceptual net 

 

A squirming bit of how the defeat felt, what 

Its experience, its efficient & final cause, 

Perhaps even meaning; if i then, a minor Galileo, 

Give what lens i managed to grind for others' use; 

 I must hope, i must bet 

 

The Great Creativity will not find this behaviour 

Entirely useless. & that this is enough 

 For one life, on one leg.                    

 

 

Disputing  Sōgyō 

 

even the greatest truth 

may grow into skyward wall  

hiding all fireflies 
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or i may climb up 

atop the great wall-tower 

to see the fireflies 

 

or i may grow up 

playing on the great tower 

amid all these fireflies.  
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Part 2: Visions  Off  Yamada (1988)  

 

—For YK— 

In Yamada on the coast a mirage can be seen 

every year. It is said that it is usually the scenery 

of a foreign country: an unknown capital with 

many carriages in the streets & people coming & 

going. It's quite amazing. From year to year, the 

shapes of the houses & other things don't change 

in the least.  

Yanagita Kunio, Tôno monogatari 

 

1. In Praise of a Wonderful Sight 

 

Come see this bridge. 

How can we build it?  

Cross it this way & that?  

Get there, across the bridge? 

 

               *** 

 

Come see this main gate.  

It is made of solid red wood 

It is an auspicious wide gate 

 

Push open the doors, look:  

What a wonderful age,  

There, behind the straight gate! 

 

I wish i could come 

See & push open the gate,  

Enter the wonderful age.  

 

               *** 

 

Come see the spacious houses 

Of the people, for the people 

Built by skilled carpenters 
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For themselves, by their own hands,  

Own designs. They do not have to kill, 

Choke off food, air, water, eat 

 

Up brain synapses so as  

To live: they vie to interpret 

Their enterprise--yours & mine! 

 

               *** 

 

The curving roofs look like wood bark 

Karamatsu pines grow above 

Springs flow non-acid to the left & the right 

Scoop it up & drink, the water never fails.   

Come see the great Hall of the Commune 

Morning & evening sunshine on that temple 

A hundred rosy-cheeked children run into it, 

Run out of it, like water down the mountain, 

 

Bubbling, falling, going on.  

 

               *** 

 

Come see my own home 

In that wonderful age.  

 

Now, I rent a too crowded apartment. 

Then, it's the house of a kind-hearted person.  

 

Here, all my children are arranged words. 

There, they are also bodies, blended with yours.  
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2. Choosing the Stag's Wife 

 

As soon as it's born, the fawn runs about the hills 

   We too go around, run about the park. 

Try to gaze around attentive, find a doe  

   But heavy smog hides all mountain tops.  

O happy we! The cruel wind has blown off the smog 

   We are off in search of the doe.  

 

Let us celebrate the Siberian wind, sweet rain,  

   Let's gather & drink warm rice-wine 

Let us worship the twohundredandtenth day, 

   October, the stormiest month of the year. 

Which direction shall we salute? Salute the North!  

   The North Wind wins over the polluted mist.  

 

Now we have made a barn for the doe 

   We cut kikyô flowers & morning grass 

The barn is bright with the beauty of flowers 

   Of course, it took so long to furnish it!  

Wherever the doe hides, i'll search all the ways  

   I'll walk on roads & thru waving grasses:  

 

Like bamboo stems, tall & appetizing, wherever  

     She hides, the pretty doe will be found.  

Look at the doe & stag, their bodies lusty, 

   Their hearts full of tender affection 

They need to hurry together, browse together, 

   Sleep together, have offspring, in a brief world.  

 

Deep in the mountain passes a stag dances 

   Still burning with passion for the doe.  

Look at the pines up the slope, the silly ivy 

   Clings to the pine; without good luck 

The ivy leaves will fall off the pine. In the park  

     We are planting another pillar   
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The stag may rub his antlers, grow young. Out at sea,  

     The plover sways with the waves,  

Cries, in the end flies smoothly off. Let us dream  

   A Spring not far behind.  

 

 

3. Where the Waves Meet 

 

When i hear a good singer in this gathering 

I'm ashamed to dance & sing.  

I learned yesterday what i give you today 

Please be kind       forgive the mistakes.  

 

The flowered mats with their fine designs  

Let's bring them to this gathering 

The silver-lacquered rice-wine set 

Let's drink from it to this gathering.  

 

The Queen of May pours sake herself 

The gathering brightens with joy 

Drink a cup of this wine from the celadon set 

Believe that we can all live well.  

 

The King of October roasts the yakitori himself 

With the wine goes also sea-bream, 

Mountain trout, swordfish cut into steaks,  

Tuna from the wave off Kanagawa.  

 

To begin the banqueting, somebody sing! 

To say my song is good 

Is impossible. Who will come to hear 

This well-wishing song? Everyone is welcome! 

 

What carpenter made this stand? 

It is solid, a treasure is inside. 

What wine do you think this is?  
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It's kiku no sake from the famous fields.  

 

Where does this rice-paper come from? 

From Harima? From Kashima? 

Never mind, it folds well, 

It's good paper, you can read from it.  

 

Which is the spot that holds the fan together? 

It's uchi no miya, the pivot point 

It folds well, snaps closed ready for use. 

Friends, let us bow deep & be going.  

 

 

 4.  

 

That's all there is to the story.  

 

(If only life were not a crystal.)  

 

 

NOTE: This poem has been catalyzed by Yanagita's famous collection of Japanese folklore cited 

in the epigraph; many lines are pieced together from Yanagita's stories and poems, with small 

alterations but against a different horizon. "Yakitori" = chicken brochette; "kiku no sake" = special 

rice wine with chrysanthemum leaves; "That's all there is to the story" (Kore de dondo hare) = the 

obligatory ending to any Japanese folktale (but in the poem it is not the ending).  

 

 


